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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The New Orleans Power Station (“NOPS”) is a vital project for the citizens of New
Orleans that will: (1) maintain the stability of the electric grid in New Orleans, (2) prevent
widespread outages, and (3) respond to major weather events. The project was approved by the
Council via a 6-1 vote after a two-year evidentiary proceeding in which Entergy New Orleans,
LLC, (“ENO” or “the Company”) and other interested parties submitted reams of documents and
expert testimony.
On several occasions now, ENO has acknowledged the seriousness of this matter and has
stated that it is ultimately responsible for the unauthorized actions of its contractor, The
Hawthorn Group, L.C. (“Hawthorn”). The Company also has conceded that it should have been
more diligent in investigating allegations that Hawthorn had paid people to appear in support of
NOPS at two public meetings. That said, Hawthorne’s actions were indeed unauthorized, and
ENO was not aware of these activities before May 2018, a point that was not disputed by the
Council’s Investigators (“Investigators”).
In fact, after spending hundreds of thousands of dollars, interviewing almost two dozen
witnesses, and reviewing more than 9,000 pages of documents, the Investigators failed to
produce any evidence substantiating the allegation that the Company “knew” that Hawthorn or
its unauthorized subcontractor, Crowds on Demand, had paid people to appear in support of the
New Orleans Power Station. Significantly, the Investigators intentionally failed to disclose to
the Council and the public evidence proving that ENO was not aware of the conduct at issue and
also generally conducted themselves in a manner that ignored well established legal principles
along with basic tenets of due process and sought to confirm a pre-ordained conclusion rather
than objectively reporting the facts.
Specifically, the Investigators refused to allow Entergy’s counsel to participate in
interviews of non-employee witnesses or even to question Entergy’s own witnesses so that the
full facts could be placed into the record. The Investigators failed to conduct recorded
statements of all but two witnesses so that the truth of what the Investigators reported to the
Council cannot be verified. Moreover, the Investigators failed to question or even show Entergy
employees certain documents that exonerate Entergy or, in other instances, showed witnesses
only parts of documents, ignoring statements in those very documents that belied the conclusions
implied in the Investigators’ questions. The report itself omitted material documents that did not
support the Investigators’ conclusions, including (1) a letter from Hawthorn confirming that
Entergy did not authorize payments to anyone to attend Council meetings, (2) an email following
the February 21, 2018 Utility Committee Meeting in which Hawthorn’s President and Chief
Operating Officer unequivocally stated that “Entergy did not pay anyone for their support,” (3) a
follow-up email from Hawthorn’s President and Chief Operating Officer in which she responded
that an individual who claimed to have been paid for his support was “dilusional [sic] or just
lying,” and (4) several other email exchanges proving that Hawthorn officials misled Entergy
officials about their activities. Finally, the Investigators unfairly maligned the numerous Entergy
employees who voluntarily appeared for interviews and sworn statements, and who testified
truthfully during this proceeding.

i

Entergy engaged Hawthorn based on its national reputation and its repeated
representations that it had the means and ability to identify and recruit legitimate supporters from
Orleans Parish who supported the NOPS project. While much attention has been paid to certain
text messages by ENO’s former CEO, Charles L. Rice, the fact remains that he did not
contemplate Hawthorn paying anyone to attend Council meetings, as the Investigators and
certain media reports have insinuated. To the contrary, the messages merely contemplated
paying for the additional resources that Hawthorn would expend for engaging a broader section
of the community in order to turn-out legitimate support, which polling indicated was around
78% of New Orleans East residents. As Mr. Rice testified in his sworn statement, “It’s just
something [paying people] that never occurred to me, never occurred to me that it was a
possibility, never occurred to me that it was even in the universe of possibilities.”
Importantly, the Council’s Investigation Final Report (“Report”) concluded that ENO did
not violate any laws or Council rules:
There are no specific Council rules that prohibit this practice. Nor
are there rules which require parties or groups with business before
the Council to inform the Council that attendees and/or speakers
are compensated.1
In fact, Resolution R-18-474 itself acknowledges that the Council’s rules did not prohibit the
conduct at issue, noting that “prior to recent revisions Council rules did not require that speakers
disclose on comment cards whether they received or would receive compensation for speaking
nor did they require other attestations or a signature.” Resolution at 4. In the absence of a
violation of any charter section, ordinance, rule, or regulation, the Council does not have the
authority to impose a $5 million fine or any of the proposed “penalties” in Resolution R-18-474.
Moreover, the City Code articles and legal precedent relied on by the Council in
Resolution R-18-474 to impose penalties do not apply when there is no violation of a Council
order; indeed, the regulator in the first case cited in Council Resolution R-18-474, the
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, found that it had no legal authority to fine a utility
absent promulgated rules and regulations in force when the conduct at issue occurred—which is
exactly the case here. Further, the Council’s imposition of a fine or other penalties under these
circumstances is blatantly unconstitutional and would violate the First Amendment, the Ex Post
Facto clause, substantive due process, and the Eighth Amendment of the United States
Constitution.
All of the evidence and analysis and credible expert witnesses in the evidentiary record in
Docket No. UD-16-02, including the Council’s own expert advisors, concluded that NOPS is in
the public interest. NOPS is a critical resource for the City of New Orleans, and in Resolution R18-474, the Council made clear that “the conduct detailed in the Report does not affect or alter
the evidentiary record” in Docket No. UD-16-02.
As has been stated repeatedly, the Company understands that public discourse about
important projects such as NOPS must be rooted in integrity and transparency, and it deeply
1

See Report, at 50.
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regrets the events that occurred and recognizes that it should have taken steps sooner to
investigate the allegations when they first arose. In the wake of these events, the Company has
taken significant measures to ensure that neither the Company nor its representatives or
contractors ever engage in the practice of astroturfing. However, the fact is that the Company
did not know of these unauthorized activities, and the Investigators’ attempt to mask this fact
with the phrase “knew or should have known” cannot serve as the basis to impose a $5 million
dollar fine and other proposed penalties. The Company accepts accountability for the events that
occurred and wishes to work with the Council to earn back its trust and respect and that of the
citizens of New Orleans. But accountability is not served by standing silent in the face of
inflammatory and misleading accusations, and the Company hopes that the Council will give due
regard to its response in this matter.

iii
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DOCKET NO. UD-18-___

ENTERGY NEW ORLEANS, LLC’S RESPONSE TO SHOW CAUSE
NOW BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF NEW ORLEANS (the “Council”),
through the undersigned counsel, comes Entergy New Orleans, LLC (“ENO” or the
“Company”), which respectfully submits its Response to the Show Cause Proceeding initiated in
Resolution R-18-474.
At the outset, ENO acknowledges both the seriousness of this matter and the Council’s
efforts to conduct a thorough review of the facts. Not to be forgotten in this proceeding is that
the New Orleans Power Station (“NOPS”) was approved by the Council after a two-year
evidentiary proceeding in which ENO and other interested parties submitted reams of
documents, fact testimony, and expert testimony. The evidence fully supported ENO’s position
that NOPS is a vital project that will: (1) maintain the stability of the electric grid in New
Orleans, (2) prevent widespread outages, and (3) respond to major weather events. In fact,
polling conducted by a well-respected New Orleans firm in December 2016 found that 78% of
New Orleans East Residents supported the project.2 The Company recognizes, however, that the
facts supporting the Council’s decision to approve the project have been overshadowed by recent

2

See BDPC Poll, attached as Exhibit 1.
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events, and that it must work to regain the trust and confidence of the people whom it serves and
this Council.
On several occasions now, the Company has accepted responsibility for the unauthorized
actions of its contractor, The Hawthorn Group, L.C. (“Hawthorn”), and conceded that it should
have been more diligent in investigating allegations that Hawthorn paid people to appear in
support of NOPS at two public meetings – October 16, 2017, and February 21, 2018. It is
equally important to recognize for purposes of this proceeding, however, that the Council’s
Investigators (“Investigators”) concluded in the Investigation Final Report (“Report”) that ENO
did not violate any laws or Council rules:
There are no specific Council rules that prohibit this practice. Nor
are there rules which require parties or groups with business before
the Council to inform the Council that attendees and/or speakers
are compensated.3
The Company understands that public discourse about important projects such as NOPS
must be rooted in integrity and transparency, but the imposition of a $5 million dollar fine and
other proposed penalties based on the unauthorized conduct of third parties that occurred without
ENO’s knowledge or acquiescence, and which did not violate any laws or Council rules, is
improper and unsupported by law. Accordingly, pursuant to Resolution R-18-474, the Company
hereby shows cause as to why no penalties should be imposed.
I.

NOPS Procedural Schedule, the Evidence, and the Council’s Approval
a. NOPS is Vital to the City of New Orleans
For more than 50 years the Michoud Generating Station in New Orleans East served as

the “cornerstone” of ENO’s electric system, providing 781 megawatts (“MW”) of local
generating capacity. ENO’s high-voltage transmission system was designed and evolved around

3

See Investigation Final Report, at p. 50.
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the Michoud units; but because of their ages and related maintenance and operational issues
(including concerns for worker safety), ENO deactivated the Michoud units in June 2016,
leaving New Orleans with no local electric generating resource within the City. Since the
deactivation of Michoud, ENO has faced a “serious reliability risk” and significant planning and
operational challenges, including the risk of widespread, cascading outages and insufficient
electrical support following a major storm.
In order to address these issues, on June 20, 2016, ENO filed its Application for Approval
to Construct New Orleans Power Station and Request for Cost Recovery and Timely Relief
(“Initial Application”). 4 In the Initial Application, ENO requested approval of a 226 MW
combustion turbine (“CT” or “CT Alternative”) at the Michoud Site. 5 In early 2017, however,
following receipt of an updated forecast of projected customer demand for electricity, or “load,”
over a 20-year planning horizon, 6 the Company filed a motion to suspend the procedural
schedule in order to evaluate what impact, if any, the moderately decreased load forecast may
have had on ENO’s Initial Application. 7
On July 6, 2017, ENO filed its Supplemental and Amending Application for Approval to
Construct New Orleans Power Station and Request for Cost Recovery and Timely Relief
(“Supplemental Application”). 8

In the Supplemental Application, ENO requested that the

Council approve either the originally proposed CT Alternative with an output of 226 MW, or,
alternatively, seven Wӓrtsilӓ 18V50SG Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engine (“RICE”)
Generation sets, with a total capacity of 128 MW (“RICE Alternative”). 9
4
5
6
7
8
9

Council Resolution R-18-65 at 10.
Id.
Council Resolution R-18-65 at 11.
Id.
Council Resolution R-18-65 at 11.
Id.
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As detailed in ENO’s Supplemental Application, and the supporting evidence and
analysis, NOPS will mitigate ENO’s serious reliability concerns, namely the potential for
widespread, cascading outages that could cripple the entire City. The evidence was clear that
because of its physically isolated location (i.e., it is surrounded by water on three sides), the City
of New Orleans is entirely dependent for its electricity on the set of existing transmission lines
situated in a relatively small geographical area, meaning that the loss of even a portion of the
transmission facilities delivering energy into the City would likely prevent ENO from serving its
entire load. NOPS is vital to the City of New Orleans because it will ensure that ENO has a local
generation source to respond to storms, and because it will address potential events that could
lead to uncontrollable cascading outages in the New Orleans area.
The Council’s Advisors agreed with ENO’s analysis, concluding that NOPS was the only
viable option to provide grid stability considering the substantial risks associated with all other
options. It is noteworthy that ENO’s biggest industrial customer, Air Products, also agreed that
NOPS is necessary to address a serious reliability concern. The opponents of NOPS, however,
fueled by an “anything-but-a-gas-plant” ideology and supported by well-funded, national
environmental groups, relied on a string of false assumptions to argue that NOPS isn’t needed
and that the City should depend on very risky alternatives, all of which involved a wait-and-see
approach to determine if they could actually work.

The opponents failed to produce any

evidence or analysis supporting their assertions, and the Council ultimately rejected their “riskygamble” approach to ensuring grid stability.
b. The Council’s Approval of NOPS was Based on the Evidence
A five-day evidentiary hearing was held on December 15, and 18–21, 2017, during which
all parties were given the opportunity to cross-examine the witnesses who had provided written

4

testimony. Post-hearing briefs were submitted by the parties on January 19, 2018, and the
Hearing Officer certified the record on January 22, 2018.
The Council’s Utility, Cable, Telecommunications and Technology Committee
(“UCTTC”) held a meeting on February 21, 2018, at which the parties gave closing statements
and the Committee heard hours upon hours of public comments. At the conclusion of the
meeting, the UCTTC voted 4-1 in favor of moving proposed Council Resolution R-18-65 to the
full Council for further deliberation.
On March 8, 2018, the full Council considered Resolution R-18-65. After hearing nearly
five hours of public comments, the Council adopted Resolution R-18-65 in a 6-1 vote, finding
NOPS to be in the public interest.
Council Resolution R-18-65 is a 188-page document that examined all the evidence in
the record, including the arguments of those who opposed NOPS, and found that the construction
of the plant is in the public interest. The Council found that: (1) ENO had shown an immediate
and future need for peaking and reserve capacity; 10 (2) ENO had conclusively demonstrated a
critical and urgent reliability need;11 (3) the CT Alternative was not in the public interest; 12 (4)
the RICE Alternative would serve the public interest;13 (5) ENO had considered a sufficient
range of options to meet the identified need; 14 (6) siting NOPS at Michoud was reasonable; 15 and
(7) ENO shall have a full and fair opportunity to recover all prudently incurred costs of the
project, and recovery of the project’s costs should be accomplished using a two-step increase or

10
11
12
13
14
15

Council Resolution R-18-65 at 43.
Id. at 73.
Id. at 92.
Id. at 109.
Id. at 141.
Id. at 171.
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adjustment to base rates.16
The unfortunate events that have emerged regarding the October 2017 and February 2018
meetings have no bearing whatsoever on the evidentiary record that the Council relied on in
making these important determinations on behalf of the citizens of New Orleans. In fact, the
Council announced at the start of the October 16, 2017, public meeting that, according to the
City Code, “no part of statements made or evidence adduced at the at-large public hearing shall
in legal terms form and such matters shall not form the basis of any Council decision in a
contested proceeding.” 17
II.

The Investigators Ignored Evidence Showing that ENO Was Not Aware of
Hawthorn’s Unauthorized Activities
After spending hundreds of thousands of dollars, interviewing almost two dozen

witnesses, and reviewing more than 9,000 pages of documents, the conclusion reached by the
Investigators was no different than the conclusion reached by Entergy’s internal investigation on
May 10, 2018: There is no evidence that anyone at Entergy “knew” that Hawthorn or its
unauthorized subcontractor, Crowds on Demand, had paid people to appear in support of the
New Orleans Power Station at either the October 16, 2017, or February 21, 2018, public
meetings before the City Council.
It is noteworthy that the phrase “knew or should have known,” which is sprinkled
throughout the Report, is a legal standard used in civil negligence cases when a litigant cannot
prove that a defendant had actual knowledge of a condition. There is a significant difference
between someone who “knows” about conduct of another person and someone who “should have
known” about that same conduct. Simply put, the legal phrase “should have known” was used
by the Investigators in their conclusion to mask the fact that there was no evidence that ENO
16
17

Id. at 179, 188.
See October 16, 2017 Public Comment Meeting Transcript, attached as Exhibit 2, at 2-3.
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actually “knew” about the conduct at issue.

In fact, as discussed more fully below, the

Investigators intentionally disregarded evidence proving that ENO was not aware of the conduct.
While the Investigators boldly proclaimed at the Council’s October 31, 2018 hearing that
they were engaged in an earnest search for the truth, their actions reflect otherwise. Nowhere
was this more apparent than during Yolanda Pollard’s sworn statement when the Investigators
abruptly ended her statement and refused to allow Entergy’s counsel to question Ms. Pollard on
the record about certain documents that exonerate Entergy and others that the Investigators had
taken out of context:
Mr. Cahn:

Mr. Coman:
Mr. Cahn:
Mr. Coman:

No, let me say my peace (sic). Matt, no, we’re not going
off the record. There are a number of documents that you
have chosen not to show this witness. My understanding
was that this was going to be an independent, objective
investigation. You represented at the outset that this would
be a fair investigation. What I have heard today and
through witness interviews, it’s not a fair investigation.
I object to your narrative.
What I’ve heard –
This statement is over.18

Among the material documents omitted from the report was (1) a letter from Hawthorn
confirming that Entergy did not authorize payments to anyone to attend Council meetings, (2) an
email following the February 21, 2018 UCTTC Meeting in which Hawthorn’s President and
Chief Operating Officer unequivocally stated that “Entergy did not pay anyone for their
support,” and (3) a follow-up email from Hawthorn’s President and Chief Operating Officer in
which she responded that an individual who claimed to have been paid for his support was
“dilusional [sic] or just lying.” 19 The Investigators’ refusal to acknowledge these documents or
address them in the Report calls into question whether they were fair and objective or simply
18

See Yolanda Pollard Sworn Statement, attached as Exhibit 3, at 214-15.
See Hawthorn Letter (Ashford), 5/9/18, attached as Exhibit 4; Hawthorn Email (Hammelman), 3/5/18,
attached as Exhibit 5; and Hawthorn Email (Hammelman), 3/7/18, attached as Exhibit 6.
19
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intent on generating a storyline that supported their desired outcome and creating media
headlines.
In an effort to tarnish Energy’s reputation, the Investigators repeatedly insinuated in their
report that Hawthorn was a disreputable company, and that Entergy should have known that
Hawthorn was going to pay people to appear at public meetings. In fact, Hawthorn represented
to Entergy that it had a community outreach organizer “on the ground in the New Orleans area
who can work on this for us and we are confident we can turn out NOLA citizens (18 and older)
who support the issue (and will tell people why if asked).” 20 Hawthorn further represented that
“[t]he people we would turn out would care about jobs/economic development, reliable and
affordable power AND would be highly focused on preventing the kinds of issues the city just
went through.”21

With respect to Hawthorn’s credentials, the Investigators thoroughly

researched the company and had the following to say about Hawthorn and its Board Chairman:
Q:

20
21

I’m going to do something that the people on this side of the table
are not going to appreciate. I talked to John Ashford, and I’m
assuming they know that. Because this is how Cal rolls. I assume
there are no secrets. See, I assume that. And I was impressed with
him. He’s my kind of guy. I saw him on the website, yeah, on the
website. I didn’t see him beyond that. But I assume he’s large in
stature. He’s a country guy. He’s like me. You know, he can tell
a good story. He can do all that kind of stuff that country people
like me do. And that’s the guy I talked to on the phone. And I
looked at his – And looking at his website and the description of
him, which again, he’s kind of described in that fashion, he’s well
educated, very well educated. But that’s his take. That’s how he
goes. That’s his personality. If you Google John Ashford, he’s
renowned in terms of business. And he grew up with another guy,
Nat Reese. If you Google Nat Reese, I mean, these two guys are
movers and shakers across corporations, across political entities,
across entities like Entergy. John Ashford is a mover and a shaker.
Would you agree with that?

See Hawthorn Email (Hammelman), 9/18/17, attached as Exhibit 7.
See Id.
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A:
Q:
A:

I mean, I’m not that familiar with his background. But if you said
he’s world renowned, that’s –
You know –
-- or nationally renowned, then I assume that to be the case, which
is why I think it would be fair for somebody to assume that he
would conduct himself appropriately, along with other members of
his organization.22

ENO engaged Hawthorn based on its national reputation and its repeated representations
that it had the means and ability to identify and recruit legitimate supporters from New Orleans
who supported the NOPS project. In fact, Hawthorn advertised on its website that it was
experienced in community outreach efforts and had the ability to identify and recruit supporters
on a nationwide basis. As Charles Rice explained:
Q:

A:
Q:
A:

In that follow-up proposal that’s part of Exhibit 14, what, if any,
specific tasks did Entergy select from and engage the Hawthorn
Group to perform?
We retained them to recruit grassroots support.
Why?
As I previously stated, we don’t know everybody in the
community. We can’t know everybody in the community. If there
were people that they knew that we didn’t know, if they had people
in their database that we weren’t aware of, we would like to know
who those people were. Like they say right here, “We know the
issues and the players.”23

While Mr. Rice’s verbiage in several text messages seized upon by the Investigators and
the media were taken completely out of context, the fact remains that he earnestly believed that
Hawthorn was engaging in legitimate community outreach activities. In other words, Mr. Rice’s
messages did not contemplate Hawthorn paying anyone to attend Council meetings as the
Investigators and certain media reports have insinuated — they merely contemplated paying
Hawthorn for the additional resources that it would expend for engaging a broader section of the
community in order to turn-out legitimate support, which again, polling indicated was around
22
23

See Rice Sworn Statement, attached hereto as Exhibit 8, at 188-89.
Id. at 58.
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78% of New Orleans East residents. ENO never anticipated that Hawthorn would hire Crowds
on Demand, which was in violation of Entergy’s contract with Hawthorn, or be involved in
paying people to appear at public meetings before the Council. As Mr. Rice testified, “It’s just
something [paying people] that never occurred to me, never occurred to me that it was a
possibility, never occurred to me that it was even in the universe of possibilities.” 24 This point
was echoed by Yolanda Pollard who confirmed that “paying people was never part of the
arrangement.”25
Following the October 16, 2017, public meeting, ENO questioned Hawthorn several
times about allegations that had arisen regarding payments to NOPS supporters, and Hawthorn
repeatedly denied the allegation. On October 23, 2017, ENO was alerted to a tweet in which the
author stated that there had been paid protesters at the October 16 th public meeting.26
immediately forwarded the tweet to Hawthorn. 27

ENO

There was a subsequent tweet later that same

day, which ENO also forwarded to Hawthorn.28 ENO then followed up those emails with a
phone call to Hawthorn:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

24
25
26
27
28
29

Well, you brought it up to her in the email, correct?
I brought it up to her so that she was aware that this was being
said, and we did not believe that this was actually part of their
effort.
What discussion did y’all have, if any, beyond the emails?
The only discussion that we had was: Here’s what I’m seeing, is
this anything that you have discussed with your team? Is this
anything that you typically do? And she said no. And she thought
that it was – it was not true, and she wasn’t sure where it was
coming from.29

See Rice Sworn Statement, attached as Exhibit 8, at 187.
See Pollard Sworn Statement, attached as Exhibit 3, at 105.
See Entergy Email re Tweet (Pollard), 10/23/17, attached as Exhibit 9.
See Id.
See Entergy Email re Tweet (Pollard), 10/23/17, attached as Exhibit 10.
See Pollard Sworn Statement, attached as Exhibit 3, at 105.
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Immediately following the February 21, 2018 public meeting, ENO emailed Hawthorn
that a NOPS opponent wearing a marked-up, orange ENO shirt had commented about paid
supporters and to question why some of the people recruited by Hawthorn wore orange shirts to
the second meeting, despite Entergy’s understanding that the orange t-shirts were only to be
worn at the October 16, 2017 public hearing. 30 Hawthorn dismissed the payment allegation and
told ENO that the supporters recruited by Hawthorn who wore the orange t-shirts to the February
21 Utility Committee Meeting did so because they “were passionate about the cause” and
“believed in the message”:
I followed up with our supervisor/recruiter in NOLA who said that he
didn’t tell people to wear the shirts (tho he didn’t tell them not to either).
Just happened because the supporters loved the shirts and were passionate
about the cause. For what it’s worth, apparently many of them have been
wearing those shirts everywhere because they were comfy shirts and
because they believed in the message. 31
On March 5, 2018, ENO again emailed Hawthorn to relay another payment allegation
that was being circulated in an email by some opponents of the NOPS project. Hawthorn simply
responded, “Interesting.” Not satisfied with that reply, ENO pressed Hawthorn for a more
thorough response to the allegation, to which Hawthorn responded unequivocally: “Entergy did
not pay anyone for their support.”32 The following day, in response to a request from a blog
writer seeking comment on payment allegations, which ENO immediately forwarded to
Hawthorn, Hawthorn again dismissed the allegation: “Hired as an actor? Apparently their
evidence is one person who is dilusional [sic] or just lying.”33
To be clear, Hawthorn never even hinted to ENO that it had paid people to attend public

30
31
32
33

See Entergy Email (Pollard), 2/22/18, attached as Exhibit 11.
See Entergy Email (Pollard), 2/22/18, attached as Exhibit 12.
See Hawthorn Email (Hammelman), 3/5/18, attached as Exhibit 5.
See Hawthorn Email (Hammelman), 3/7/18, attached as Exhibit 6.
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meetings in support of NOPS. In fact, the evidence shows that Hawthorn actively concealed its
relationship with Crowds on Demands and Crowds on Demand’s activities from ENO. The
evidence also shows that ENO repeatedly questioned Hawthorn about the payment allegations
following the October 16, 2017, and February 21, 2018, public meetings, and Hawthorn
repeatedly denied the allegations.

As several of Entergy’s employees recounted to the

Investigators, numerous opposition groups were prolific in making unsubstantiated allegations to
the community throughout the NOPS approval process. While in hindsight it is apparent that
ENO should have done more to investigate the payment allegations, ENO had no reason at the
time to doubt Hawthorn’s denials.
Hawthorn maintained the charade that it had engaged in legitimate community
engagement activities and had not paid anyone to attend a Council meeting in support of the
NOPS project until Entergy’s General Counsel confronted Hawthorn’s Chairman of the Board,
who confessed that Hawthorn had retained Crowds on Demand without Entergy’s knowledge to
work on the NOPS project in violation of the contract. He also admitted that Hawthorn had not
requested, nor received, authority from anyone at Entergy to pay supporters to appear at either
the October 16, 2017, public meeting or the February 21, 2018, Utility Committee Meeting:
Hawthorn did not inform anyone at Entergy that Hawthorn had engaged
Crowds on Demand as a vendor to work on the project, and Entergy did
not authorize the engagement of Crowds on Demand.
Hawthorn’s order to Crowds on Demand was to provide supporters who
would understand and be able to communicate their support for the
proposed power plant in New Orleans East. Hawthorn did not authorize
Crowds on Demand to make any payments to participants, and Entergy
did not authorize or direct any payments to participants recruited by
Crowds on Demand.
At no time did Hawthorn inform anyone at Entergy that Crowds on
Demand was retained on this project, and Hawthorn neither sought nor
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received authorization from anyone at Entergy for Crowds on Demand to
make payments to supporters.34
In the face of this clear evidence that ENO was not aware of the conduct at issue, and
unable to controvert the findings and conclusions in Entergy’s initial investigative report, the
Investigators resort to claiming that ENO refused to cooperate in the investigation.
assertion is simply false.

That

Again, during the course of the investigation, Entergy produced

thousands of documents, which were identified using the 46 search terms provided by the
investigators and Entergy. Entergy produced 12 employees for interviews and two employees
for sworn statements. In addition, at the request of the Investigators, four employees provided
their personal cell phones to a third-party vendor for forensic imaging.

The written

communications between Entergy and the Investigators show that Entergy responded timely and
completely to each of the Investigators’ requests, a point that was confirmed by the Investigators
on the record during Ms. Pollard’s sworn statement:
The only point that I have in this is that, and this is for the record,
that Entergy has provided us with every aspect of information as
regards to this particular incident; every aspect of information.
There is no thing that Entergy has that we haven’t seen that deals
with this particular investigation. 35
The focus of the Investigators’ complaints during their presentation before the Council
was on Entergy’s assertion of the attorney-client privilege over documents that were generated
by Entergy’s attorneys during their internal investigation. These documents had absolutely
nothing to do with the Investigators’ charge “to independently conduct all aspects of the
Council’s investigation.”36

Furthermore, the Investigators’ assertion that Entergy is legally

prohibited from invoking the attorney-client privilege in connection with legal advice provided
34
35
36

See Hawthorn Letter (Ashford), 5/9/18, attached as Exhibit 4. (emphasis added).
See Pollard Sworn Statement, attached as Exhibit 3, at 213-14.
See Request for Statement of Qualifications for the Services of an Independent Investigator, p. 1.
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by Entergy’s in-house attorneys regarding ongoing litigation and the Council’s investigation is
belied by none other than the United States Supreme Court.
The United States Supreme Court has been clear that the attorney-client privilege exists
to “encourage full and frank communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby
promote broader public interests in the observance of law and administration of justice. The
privilege recognizes that sound legal advice or advocacy serves public ends and that such advice
or advocacy depends on the lawyer’s being fully informed by the client.” Upjohn Co. v. United
States, 449 U.S. 383, 389 (1981). The Supreme Court has plainly held that an in-house counsel
communications and/or attorney mental impressions generated in connection with an internal
company investigation are protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege and the
attorney work product doctrine. In re Kellogg Brown & Root, Inc., 756 F.3d 754 (D.C. Cir.
2014); Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383 (1981).37
It is also noteworthy that the Investigators refused to allow Entergy to participate in the
interviews of third-party witnesses despite numerous requests, but then relied on the unsworn
hearsay filled testimony of those third parties in their Report. On August 17, 2018, Entergy
requested in writing that the Investigators allow Entergy’s attorneys “to attend and participate
fully in all interviews of non-Entergy witnesses in connection with the New Orleans Power
Station Investigation.”38 Later that same day, the Investigators refused Entergy’s request: “At
this stage, we decline the request for Entergy Counsel to attend all interviews and sworn
37

Further, the documents withheld by Entergy are also protected under the work product doctrine of
Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure article 1424 and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26. Documents created in
“anticipation of litigation” or in response to a governmental investigation trigger the protection. E.g., In re LTV Sec.
Litig., 89 F.R.D. 595, 612 (N.D. Tex. 1981); In re Int’l Sys. & Controls Corp. Sec. Litig., 693 F.2d 1235, 1238 (5th
Cir. 1982); In re Linerboard Antitrust Litig., 237 F.R.D. 373, 377, 381, 381 n.7 (E.D. Pa. 2006); Baker v. Chevron
USA, Inc., No. 1:05-CV-227, 2009 WL 10679629, at *5 (S.D. Ohio June 8, 2009); In re Trasylol Prod. Liab. Litig.,
No. 08-1928-MDL, 2009 WL 2575659, at *1 (S.D. Fla. Aug. 12, 2009). In compliance with both state and federal
law, Entergy submitted a privilege log to the Investigators detailing each of the privileged documents.
38
See Entergy Letter (Beker & Alarcon), 8/17/18, attached as Exhibit 13.
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statements.”39 On August 29, 2018, Entergy re-urged its request.40 The Investigators again
refused, stating, “[t]here is no proper purpose for Entergy to be present at interviews of nonEntergy witnesses. The contents of those interviews and sworn statements will be made part of
the Final Report.”41
Considering the proposed penalties and sanctions against ENO, these refusals by the
Council’s Investigators raise significant due process issues. As a general proposition, “[i]n
almost every setting where important decisions turn on questions of fact, due process requires an
opportunity to confront and cross-examine witnesses.” Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 269
(1970). Not only was ENO denied due process in connection with the interviews, but the
Investigators also refused to produce a complete set of their interview notes, opting instead to
provide condensed summaries as part of their Report. This response calls into question whether
there are additional facts provided by those third-party witnesses that further undermine the
Investigators’ assertions.
Finally, it is regrettable that the Investigators used this opportunity to personally attack
the numerous Entergy employees who voluntarily appeared for interviews and sworn statements,
and who testified truthfully during this proceeding. In fact, just days before issuing their Report,
the Investigators lauded the integrity of the very Entergy employees their report subsequently
maligned:
One of the things, though – And I am really impressed with the
people who work for Entergy, the people who we have had here
and we have interviewed. I mean, to a person, I’m impressed with
them. I’m impressed with their dedication, with their knowledge,
with their belief in Entergy and truly in the values of Entergy. And

39
40
41

See Investigators’ Email (Coman), 8/17/18, attached as Exhibit 14.
See Entergy Letter (Beker & Alarcon), 8/29/18, attached as Exhibit 15.
See Investigators’ Letter (Coman), 9/4/18, attached as Exhibit 16.
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to a person, I would think, they all have shared, and I’m impressed
with that.42
These individuals have lived in this community, worked in this community, and contributed to
this community for decades. It is a travesty that the Investigators used this opportunity to
disparage Entergy’s employees through innuendo and unsubstantiated allegations. Entergy’s
employees have earned the right to be treated fairly, and they deserved better.
In summary, the Investigators’ actions indicate that they were intent on reinforcing a
certain storyline rather than a legitimate search for the truth. Although there may be legitimate
disagreement over whether ENO should have been more diligent in managing the Hawthorn
contract, there is no evidence that ENO knew that Hawthorn had hired Crowds on Demand, or
that Hawthorn or Crowds on Demand had paid individuals to appear and speak in support of the
NOPS project.
III.

The Council’s Imposition of Penalties, including a $5 Million Fine, is Not Supported
by the Law, is Arbitrary and Capricious, and Violates the United States
Constitution
a. The Council Does Not Have the Authority to Impose its Proposed Penalties,
which include a Fine, Because No Law or Council Rule was Violated
The Council is authorized to provide — by ordinance — penalties for willful violations

of the City’s charter, as well as for violations of the City’s ordinances, rules, and regulations,
Charter, Section 9-306. In this case, however, the Council’s Investigators did not find any
violation of the City’s charter, ordinances, rules, or regulations, willful or otherwise. To the
contrary, the Investigators expressly found that the Council had not prohibited or established
penalties for the alleged conduct at issue:
[T]he Council’s rules did not speak to the ultimate issue presented
in Council Motion M-18-196, whether a party or group may pay
people to attend and/or speak at a meeting or hearing. There are no
42

See Rice Sworn Statement, attached as Exhibit 8, at 167.
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specific Council rules that prohibit this practice. Nor are there
rules which require parties or groups with business before the
Council to inform the Council that attendees and/or speakers are
compensated.43
Furthermore, Resolution R-18-474 itself acknowledges that the Council’s rules did not prohibit
the conduct at issue, noting that “prior to recent revisions Council rules did not require that
speakers disclose on comment cards whether they received or would receive compensation for
speaking nor did they require other attestations or a signature.”44 In the absence of a violation of
any charter section, ordinance, rule, or regulation, the Council does not have the authority to
impose a $5 million fine or any of the other “penalties” contemplated in Resolution R-18-474.
b. The Code of the City of New Orleans Does Not Allow the Council to Impose a
Fine Under These Circumstances
The Resolution cites “Code of the City of New Orleans, Section 3-130 (7) 45 and Section
158-52” as the sources of the Council’s “expressed” authority to impose penalties, monetary and
otherwise, but neither provision is applicable here.
Code Section 158-52 concerns false or misleading representations made in any filing or
throughout proceedings involving the setting of rates pursuant to Section 158-52, which provides
as follows:
It shall be unlawful and a misdemeanor for any person to
intentionally or through gross negligence to make or to cause to
be made any false or misleading representations of fact in any
application or filing made under this article or in any proceeding,
rate case, or other matter commenced by an application or filing
under this article.46
The issue of compensated speakers, however, concerns unsworn public comments — not
representations of fact. The October 16, 2017 hearing that is the focus of the Report was
43
44
45
46

See Investigation Report at 50.
See Council Resolution R-18-474 at 4.
Section 3-130(7) is a section of the Home Rule Charter, not the City Code.
See Code, Section 158-52 (emphasis added).
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explicitly conducted under Section 158-431(b), which provides that “no part of statements made
or evidence adduced at such at-large public hearing shall, in legal terms, form (and such matter
shall not form) the basis of any council decision in a contested proceeding.” 47 Citing Section
158-431(b), the Resolution itself acknowledges that “the conduct detailed in the Report does not
affect or alter the evidentiary record” in Docket No. UD-16-02. 48 Therefore, Section 158-52 is
clearly inapplicable because the statements were made in the context of a public hearing and
were not “representations of fact.” At best, the statements were unsworn public statements of
opinion.49 Moreover, as stated before, the Investigation did not find that ENO “intentionally” or
through “gross negligence” caused these activities to occur. In fact, the record proves the
opposite—that ENO was not aware that anyone was paid to attend Council meetings and that the
activities at issue were concealed by its contractor, Hawthorn, and Hawthorn’s unauthorized
subcontractor. Accordingly, Section 158-52 is not applicable.
Moreover, the Code does not specifically provide for fines or any other penalties
resulting from the violation of Section 158-52. In an attempt to address this deficiency, the
Resolution cites to Home Rule Charter provision 3-130(7), which provides:
The orders of the Council shall be enforced by the imposition of
such reasonable penalties as the Council may provide, and any
party in interest may appeal from orders of the Council to the Civil
District Court for the Parish of Orleans by filing suit against the
Council within thirty (30) days from the date of the order of the
Council, and not thereafter.
This provision, however, is found in a section of the Charter that addresses the “Establishment of
Rates,” and it is clear that it pertains to enforcement of and appeals from certain regulatory
47

Section 158-431(b) further provides that “no member of the public at large who speaks as such, and not as
a party of record, shall be compelled to submit to cross-examination under an instanter subpoena.”
48
See Council Resolution R-18-474 at 4.
49
That unsworn public comments are not evidence in a Section 158 proceeding was confirmed by
Councilmembers Moreno and Williams at the October 31, 2018 meeting discussing R-18-474.
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orders of the Council.50 It does not purport to provide penalties for violations of Code Section
158-52. Furthermore, this matter does not involve the alleged violation of a regulatory order of
the Council; indeed, the Investigative Report did not find that any orders of the Council had been
violated in the first instance. Accordingly, Section 3-130(7) does not authorize or contemplate
the penalties and sanctions proposed in Resolution R-18-474.
Even assuming Code Section 158-52 were alone sufficient authority to impose a fine
under these circumstances, which it is not, the amount of that fine would be further limited by
the Code to something far less than $5 million. A violation in a Section 158 proceeding is
considered a “misdemeanor,” and City Code Section 1-13 caps fines at $300 for the violation of
any provision of the City Code or any ordinance when no specific penalty has been provided. 51
Furthermore, in passing a 2014 bill sponsored by then-Representative Moreno, the Louisiana
Legislature generally capped at $500 the maximum penalty that may be imposed for a firstoffense violation of any ordinance enacted by the Council. 52 That limitation is consistent with
the general $500 maximum fine that may be imposed for violation of any parish ordinance in
Louisiana. 53 Accordingly, the Council can cite no legal authority that would authorize it to
impose a $5 million fine on ENO under the circumstances at issue here.

50

The Council did cite in the Resolution its responsibility for fixing and changing ENO’s rates, but Louisiana
law has long prohibited retroactive ratemaking. See, e.g., So. Central Bell Tel. Co. v. LPSC, 594 So. 2d 357 (La.
1992). Accordingly, although the Council mentioned ENO’s net income for 2017, it is not permissible for the
Council to require a divesture of any of those earnings under these circumstances. See id. at 359 (noting that “the
revenues collected under the lawfully imposed rates become the property of the utility and cannot rightfully be made
the subject of a refund”).
51
Sec. 1-13. - General penalty; continuing violations provides:
“Whenever in this Code or in any ordinance of the city any act is prohibited or is made or declared to be unlawful or
an offense or whenever in this Code or any such ordinance the doing of any act is declared to be unlawful, when no
specific penalty is provided therefor, the violation of any such provision of this Code or any such ordinance shall be
punished by a fine not exceeding $300.00 or by imprisonment for not more than five months or both such fine and
imprisonment.”
52
See La. R.S. § 33:1375.
53
See La. R.S. § 33:1243.
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c. The Massachusetts Storm-Response Penalty Does Not Support the Council’s
Imposition of a $5 Million Fine in this Case
Apparently aware that the Code of the City of New Orleans and Louisiana law do not
allow for the imposition of a $5 million fine against ENO, Resolution R-18-474 resorts to citing
easily distinguishable examples of fines or penalties imposed against utilities in other
jurisdictions. Following precedent set by the very same Massachusetts regulator cited as the first
example in the Resolution, however, the Council does not have the authority to impose a fine
because its rules do not provide for such a fine.
The Resolution describes how “the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities imposed
a $24.8 million penalty on a group of the State’s utilities for their poor preparation for and
response to Hurricanes Irene and Sandy.” What the Resolution fails to mention, however, is that
the very same utility regulator found in 2009 that it had no legal authority to fine a utility for its
performance during a storm in 2008 under its then-existing statutory authority. 54 After the 2008
storm, the Massachusetts Attorney General asked the Department to impose a $4.6 million
penalty against the electric utility. 55 The utility successfully opposed the fine on the grounds that
the Department did not have the statutory authority to impose such a fine, and that such a fine
was unconstitutional. 56 The Department ultimately conceded that it did “not have authority to
impose penalties for Winter Storm 2008.”57
The Massachusetts legislature responded to these findings just ten days after the Unitil
decision, directing the Department to promulgate rules and regulations that could allow for such

54

See Order, Fitchburg Gas & Elec. Light Co. (“Unitil”), D.P.U. 09–01–A (Nov. 2, 2009) (docket available
at https://eeaonline.eea.state.ma.us/ DPU/Fileroom/dockets/bynumber).
55
See Unitil Order at 167.
56
Id. at 176–8.
57
Id. at 181.
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penalties for poor storm response of up to $250,000 per day. 58 After that legislation was passed,
the Department promulgated regulations providing performance standards for emergency events
and penalties for noncompliance. 59

Thus, by the time of Hurricane Irene in 2011, the

Department had already promulgated the regulations that were in force when it imposed the
$24.8 million penalties on utilities in Massachusetts for poor responses to Hurricane Irene and an
October snowstorm.60
Before those regulations were put in place, the Department had determined that it could
not lawfully impose a $4.6 million fine, and it declined to do so.61 Here, the Council is in the
same position as the Massachusetts regulator in 2008. The Council’s Investigators found that
“no specific Council rules” prohibited the practices at issue here. 62 Following precedent set by
the very same regulator cited as an example in Council Resolution R-18-474, the Council does
not have the authority to impose the requested $5 million penalty because its rules did not
prohibit the practices at issue or provide for such a fine. The Louisiana Supreme Court has also
been clear that “[i]t is the responsibility of the administrative body to formulate, publish, and
58

See Massachusetts Elec. Co. v. Department of Public Utilities, 469 Mass. 553, 556 (2014) (discussing the
legislative history of the November 12, 2009 Act Relative to Public Utility Companies).
59
Id. at 557; see also 220 Code Mass. Regs. § 19.03(3) Restoration of Service provides:
“Each Company shall restore service to its customers in a safe and reasonably prompt manner during all Service
Interruptions and outages. During an Emergency Event, this shall include at a minimum, but not be limited to,
implementing all applicable components of the Company's ERP related to restoration of service.”
19.05(2)(a) provides:
“If after investigation the Department finds a violation of the standards established in 220 CMR 19.03, the
Department shall levy a penalty not to exceed $250,000 for each violation for each day that the violation of the
Department’s standards persists; provided, however, that the maximum penalty shall not exceed $20,000,000 for any
related series of violations. In determining the amount of the penalty, the Department shall consider, among other
factors, the following:
1. the gravity of the violation;
2. the appropriateness of the penalty to the size of the Company;
3. the good faith of the Company in attempting to achieve compliance; and
4. the degree of control that the Company had over the circumstances that led to the violation.”
60
See Massachusetts Elec. Co., 469 Mass. at 558.
61
Unitil Order at 181.
62
Investigation Report at 50.
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make available to concerned persons rules which are sufficiently definite and clear that persons
of ordinary intelligence will be able to understand and abide by them.” 63 The court stated that
this is particularly true where the agency action, even “to some extent,” impinges upon a
substantive right, which as explained more fully below, is an issue created by the Council’s
proposed actions. 64
d. The Penalties Proposed in Council Resolution R-18-474 are Unconstitutional
Furthermore, a host of constitutional considerations prohibit the imposition of the
penalties proposed in Resolution R-18-474. Those considerations include the First Amendment,
prohibitions against ex post facto laws, substantive due process, and the Eighth Amendment.
i.

The Council’s Proposed Penalties are Prohibited by the First Amendment

The First Amendment protects freedom of speech on issues of public concern. U.S.
Const. amend. I; see also Mills v. State of Ala., 384 U.S. 214, 218 (1966) (“[A] major purpose of
that Amendment was to protect the free discussion of governmental affairs.”).

The First

Amendment also protects political association, including participation in associations to petition
for favorable legislation.65

Providing public comment to a city council is classic First

Amendment activity. See Greenbelt Co-op. Pub. Ass’n v. Bresler, 398 U.S. 6, 11 (1970)
(reversing, on First Amendment grounds, a judgment in a defamation case against newspaper for
reporting on public comments at city council hearing and noting that public hearings before a
city council are “of particular First Amendment concern” and “the threat or actual imposition of
pecuniary liability for alleged defamation may impair the unfettered exercise of these First
Amendment freedoms”).
63

See Bowie v. Louisiana Public Service Commission, 627 So. 2d 164,169 (La. 1993).
Id.
65
The Louisiana Constitution similarly provides that “[n]o law shall curtail or restrain the freedom of speech
or of the press.” La. Const. art. I, § 7. And “[n]o law shall impair the right of any person to assemble peaceably or to
petition government for a redress of grievances.” La. Const. art. I, § 9.
64
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In this case, the Council is proposing to punish ENO because some speakers at public
meetings who supported the NOPS proposal were paid to attend. But the receipt of payment
does not forfeit a speaker’s First Amendment freedoms or permit punishment of those aligned
with a speaker’s position.

“It is well settled that a speaker’s rights are not lost merely

because compensation is received; a speaker is no less a speaker because he or she is paid to
speak.” Riley v. Nat’l Fed’n of the Blind of N. Carolina, Inc., 487 U.S. 781, 801
(1988) (invalidating a statute that, among other things, compelled professional fund-raisers to
disclose to a potential donor the average percentage of their gross receipts that they turned over
to the charities for which they solicit) (emphasis added); see also Meyer v. Grant, 486 U.S. 414,
428 (1988) (holding that a Colorado statute violated the First and Fourteenth amendments by
“prohibiting the payment of petition circulators” because it “impose[d] a burden on political
expression that the State ha[d] failed to justify.”). The Council has not investigated whether
speakers who were aligned with others against and spoke in opposition to NOPS were paid to
attend, and this scrutiny of speakers on only one side of a public debate triggers the closest
scrutiny under the First and Fourteenth Amendments. See First Nat. Bank of Boston v. Bellotti,
435 U.S. 765, 768, 787, 784–85 (1978) (ruling unconstitutional a Massachusetts statute
forbidding “expenditures by banks and business corporations for the purpose of influencing the
vote on referendum proposals,” reasoning that “[i]n the realm of protected speech, the legislature
is constitutionally disqualified from dictating the subjects about which persons may speak and
the speakers who may address a public issue”).
The Council also notes in the Resolution that the issue of paid speakers has caused the
Council to “incur substantial hours of additional work.” Resolution at 5. In recognizing the
seriousness of this issue, ENO understands that it has been an unfortunate drain on the Council’s
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limited resources, but, to achieve its own vital purpose, the First Amendment does not permit
punishment to address the consequences of protected speech. Instead, “the law is settled that as a
general matter the First Amendment prohibits government officials from subjecting an individual
to retaliatory actions, including criminal prosecutions, for speaking out.” Hartman v. Moore, 547
U.S. 250, 256 (2006). The protections for political speech extend even to speech that is false or
misleading. New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 273 (1964) (explaining how “neither
factual error nor defamatory content suffices to remove the constitutional shield from criticism of
official conduct.”).
Citing New York Times v. Sullivan, the Louisiana Supreme Court held that rules
punishing protected political speech must be supported by a “compelling state interest.” State v.
Burgess, 543 So. 2d 1332, 1336 (La. 1989). Applying strict scrutiny, the Louisiana Supreme
Court struck down as unconstitutional two sections of a criminal statute punishing certain false
or anonymous statements in campaign materials, holding that the State could show “no
compelling reason why its interest in fair elections should outweigh the fundamental right of free
anonymous political discussion.” Id. The State had argued that the statute was permissible
“since it merely forbids anonymous false statements designed to mislead voters in an election
and such ‘lies and false statements’ are not constitutionally protected.” Id. at 1335. But the
Court disagreed, concluding that the statute “infringe[d] significantly on protected speech.” Id.
The First Amendment similarly provided protection for a racetrack owner in Livingston
Downs Racing Ass’n Inc. v. Jefferson Downs Corp., 192 F. Supp. 2d 519 (M.D. La. 2001) when
he was accused of running a publicity campaign to defeat a competitor’s attempts to build a new
racetrack with purportedly “deceptive tactics” designed to mislead the public. Id. at 531. The
alleged deceptive tactics included “forming and surreptitiously funding CCG [a non-profit
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organization devoted to campaigning against the competitor] to make it appear that the views
expressed during the campaign were those of independent persons and groups.” Id. at 531. The
court held, however, that this campaign was a valid exercise of the racetrack owner’s First
Amendment right to seek to influence government officials through public speech. Id. at 532.
In this case, the Council seeks to impose punishment for public speech and petitioning
activity that were protected by the First Amendment and not prohibited by any rule of the
Council. Although the Council cites City Code Section 158-52 in support of its authority to
impose penalties, that section is unconstitutionally overbroad if it encompasses failure to disclose
information about personal and political affiliations in connection with unsworn public comment
in support of a resolution pending before the Council. 66 See Seals, 898 F.3d at 597 (ruling
unconstitutional and overbroad a Louisiana statute that criminalized threats against “a public
officer or employee with the intent to influence the officer’s conduct in relation to his position,”
reasoning that such a law “tramples the core First Amendment freedom” to challenge state
action). Simply put, the First Amendment prohibits the Council from imposing the penalties set
forth in the Resolution.
ii.

The Council’s Fine is Prohibited as Ex Post Facto

Aside from First Amendment considerations, new rules prohibiting paid speakers at the
Council’s meetings cannot be applied retroactively to ENO to justify the proposed fine. The

66

As noted previously, Section 158-52 should not be construed to extend to unsworn public comments, see
Seals v. McBee, 898 F.3d 587, 593 (5th Cir. 2018) (“The first step in overbreadth analysis is to construe the
challenged statute.”), but to the extent the Council has done so to justify the proposed fine, Section 158-52 would be
overbroad. Such an interpretation could subject commenters to penalties for failure to disclose a variety of
associations between a speaker and organizations that could provide additional motivation for that speaker to give
comment. Courts have long recognized, however, that “privacy in group association may in many circumstances be
indispensable to preservation of freedom of association . . . .” NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449, 462 (1958)
(striking down an Alabama contempt judgment against the NAACP for failure to reveal to the State’s Attorney
General the names and addresses of all its Alabama members and agents).
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Investigation Report makes clear that the payment of persons to attend and/or speak at the
Council-sanctioned meeting was not prohibited when it occurred by any Council rule.
The federal and Louisiana constitutions both expressly prohibit the enactment of ex post
facto laws. U.S. Const. Art. I, § 10 (“No State shall ... pass any ... ex post facto Law,....”); La.
Const. Ann. art. I, § 23 (“No bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing the obligation
of contracts shall be enacted.”). The United States Supreme Court in Collins v. Youngblood, 497
U.S. 37 (1990), and the Louisiana Supreme Court following Collins in State ex rel. Olivieri v.
State, 2000-0172 (La. 2/21/01), 779 So. 2d 735, adopted the following definition of a prohibited
“ex post facto” law:
[A]ny statute which punishes as a crime an act previously committed, which was
innocent when done; which makes more burdensome the punishment for a crime,
after its commission, or which deprives one charged with crime of any defense
available according to law at the time when the act was committed, is prohibited
as ex post facto.
Collins, 497 U.S. at 42; accord Olivieri, 779 So. 2d at 743.
The stated purpose of the $5 million penalty in Council Resolution R-18-474 is “to
penalize and deter bad conduct.” Resolution at 8. But the Council cannot impose penalties for
conduct that was not prohibited at the time of the purported offense without violating the ex post
facto clauses of the federal and State constitutions.
iii.

The Proposed Fine Violates the Eighth Amendment and Substantive Due
Process.

The proposed fine further infringes on ENO’s substantive due process rights and Eighth
Amendment right to be free from excessive penalties. Due process requires both certainty in the
definition of criminal conduct and “that the penalty portion of a statute be definite.” See State v.
Piazza, 596 So. 2d 817 (La. 1992).

In this case, ENO had no prior notice of either a legal

prohibition on the conduct (there was none) or the sort of penalties that the Council now seeks to
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impose. As Mr. Clinton Vince noted at the October 31, 2018 Council meeting, the penalty
proposed here is the “highest penalty in the history of this Council.” October 31, 2018 meeting at
1:44:20. But the “Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits a State from
imposing a ‘grossly excessive’ punishment. . . .” BMW of N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S. 559,
562 (1996). And the Excessive Fines Clause likewise “limits the government’s power to extract
payments, whether in cash or in kind, as punishment for some offense.” Austin v. United States,
509 U.S. 602, 609–10 (1993) (internal quotation omitted) ); see also State v. LeCompte, 406 So.
2d 1300, 1304 (La. 1981) (holding a criminal statute was unconstitutional and an excessive
punishment under La. Const. Ann. art. I, § 20 insofar as it provided no maximum fine, but only a
minimum fine) (“[W]e cannot uphold a statute that permits an unlimited fine . . . .”).
The Resolution suggests that a $5 million fine is nevertheless appropriate here in part
because “in 2005 Congress gave the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (‘FERC’) enhanced
sanction authority to punish an entity for ‘willingly and knowingly’ reporting certain false
information in connection with the sale of natural gas or electricity, which penalties can total up
to $1 million per day.” Resolution at 8. In 2005, Congress by statute did expand FERC’s
penalty authority to provide for such maximum fines. See Enf’t of Statutes, Orders, Rules, &
Regulations, 132 FERC ¶ 61216, 2010 WL 3620417, (Sept. 17, 2010). In addressing a comment
on its expanded penalty authority, FERC acknowledged “that our civil penalty determinations
are subject to the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on excessive fines” and that all fines must
take into account “the seriousness of the violation and the organization’s efforts to remedy it.”
Id. at 62149. Although Council Resolution R-18-474 looks to penalties imposed by FERC as
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examples,67 the statutory authority and substantive due process protections afforded by the FERC
policy statements and guidelines are not present here.
BMW v. Gore, explains when a punishment qualifies as so “grossly excessive” as to
violate due process. 517 U.S. at 562. In that case, the Supreme Court vacated as excessive and
violative of BMW’s substantive due process rights a $4 million punitive damages award (that
had been further reduced by the state supreme court to $2 million) to a plaintiff in a fraud suit
who had been awarded only $4,000 of compensatory damages. 68 Id. at 565, 586. The Court
reasoned:
Elementary notions of fairness enshrined in our constitutional
jurisprudence dictate that a person receive fair notice not only of the
conduct that will subject him to punishment, but also of the severity of the
penalty that a State may impose. Three guideposts . . . indicate[] that
BMW did not receive adequate notice of the magnitude of the sanction
that Alabama might impose . . . :
1. the degree of reprehensibility of the nondisclosure;
2. the disparity between the harm or potential harm suffered
by Dr. Gore and his punitive damages award; and
3. the difference between this remedy and the civil penalties
authorized or imposed in comparable cases.
Id. at 574-75 (enumeration added); see also Grefer v. Alpha Tech., 2002-1237 (La. App. 4 Cir.
8/8/07), 965 So. 2d 511, 527 (applying the three “guideposts” from BMW v. Gore to reduce a $1
billion award for punitive damages). In analyzing the first of these factors, the Court found
significant that the company could have reasonably interpreted state statutes to conclude that its
67

Council Resolution R-18-474 also references “six figure penalties for poor vegetation management that
results in risks to critical infrastructure and multi-million dollar penalties for improper data handling practices that
increased cyber risks” imposed by The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”), but NERC too
has similarly promulgated sanction guidelines. See Sanction Guidelines of the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (Dec. 20, 2012) (available at
https://www.nerc.com/FilingsOrders/us/RuleOfProcedureDL/Appendix_4B_SanctionGuidelines_20121 220.pdf).
68
The purported fraud at issue involved non-disclosure of minor repairs to new vehicles that had been
damaged in the shipping process.
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conduct was legal, and it did not persist in that conduct once adjudged illegal. BMW, 517 U.S. at
577-79.

The Court also examined the ratio of actual damages to punitive damages and

concluded that the disparity was grossly excessive. Id. at 580-83. Finally, the Court looked at
maximum statutory penalties for similar conduct ranging from $2,000 to $10,000 in concluding
that the penalty was far beyond amounts typically authorized by legislatures to penalize such
conduct. Id. at 584-85.

Because the statutory penalties for similar conduct were so low

compared to the award in this case, the Court reasoned that the company lacked fair notice that
its conduct could subject it to such a severe penalty. Id.
Contrasting the FERC guidelines and applying the three BMW v. Gore guideposts here,
the proposed $5 million fine would clearly violate substantive due process and the Eighth
Amendment. First, assuming that ENO’s executives had known about the conduct at issue
(which is denied), they could have reasonably concluded that the recruitment efforts were
protected by the First Amendment and not violative of any existing laws. Second, the fine,
which is derived from a purported 10% of ENO’s retained earnings, is not connected to any
measure of actual damages and is the highest ever imposed by the Council, even though no
violation of any rule or ordinance has been found.

Third, a $5 million fine is grossly

disproportionate to similar offenses given that a misrepresentation in a Section 158 proceeding is
considered a “misdemeanor,” and City Code Section 1-13 caps fines for municipal offenses
when no specific penalty has been provided therefore at $300. ENO lacked fair notice that the
conduct at issue, which it knew nothing about, could possibly result in a penalty of $5 million.
The proposed fine, therefore, would be unconstitutional.
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iv.

Other Penalties such as Ethics Training and an ENO-Specific Code of
Conduct are also Unsupported by Law

It should be noted that although this Section focused on the Council’s proposed $5 Million fine,
the same constitutional arguments apply to the other proposed “penalties” in Resolution R-18474.

Specifically, where no Council rules or other state laws were violated, the Council does

not have the authority to require ENO’s leadership to attend ethics training or to impose an ENOspecific code of conduct. In addition to all the constitutional concerns raised above, requiring
ethics classes for ENO’s leadership would also run afoul of the regulatory principle that state
regulators cannot make business decisions for the utility. 69 Regarding the ENO-specific code of
conduct, the Company states that given the tactics employed by the NOPS opponents, which has
so far gone un-scrutinized, any code of conduct aimed at regulating interactions with the Council
should apply to all parties equally. The goal here appears to be an attempt to regulate protected
speech, which is very likely unconstitutional, and in any case, would be arbitrary and capricious
to apply such restrictions only on ENO.70 Moreover, ENO has already taken concrete steps to
ensure that neither the company nor its contractors will engage in astroturfing in the future.

69

See Missouri ex rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Service Commission of Missouri, 262 U.S.
276, 289 (1923) (stating that “[i]t must never be forgotten that, while the state may regulate with a view to enforcing
reasonable rates and charges, it is not the owner of the property of public utility companies, and is not clothed with
the general power of management incident to ownership”).
70
It should also be noted that while certain NOPS opponents have advocated re-voting NOPS (which is not a
penalty outlined in the Resolution), even Council Resolution R-18-474 has acknowledged that “the conduct detailed
in the Report does not affect or alter the evidentiary record” in Docket No UD-16-02. Moreover, the Council’s own
rules makes clear that the deadlines for reconsidering NOPS have long ago elapsed, as Council Rule 37A states that
“a vote or question may be reconsidered at any time during the same meeting, or at the first regular or special
meeting held thereafter” and that “a motion for reconsideration, having been once made and decided in the negative,
shall not be renewed, nor shall a motion to reconsider be reconsidered.” See also Wolfman, Inc v. City of New
Orleans, 2003-0120 (La. App. 4 Cir. 04/21/04); 874 So. 2d 261 (holding that a revote cannot occur once applicable
deadlines have elapsed).
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IV.

Conclusion
In conclusion, ENO acknowledges both the seriousness of this matter and the efforts

undertaken by the City Council to conduct a thorough review of the facts.

The Company

acknowledges that it could have, and should have, done more to discover these activities and
stop them because these unfortunate events create the appearance of impropriety. The fact
remains, however, that ENO had no knowledge of these unfortunate events, which the Council's
Investigators have confirmed. The imposition of a $5 million dollar fine based on conduct that
ENO was unaware of, and that broke no laws or Council rules, is improper and unsupported by
law. Accordingly, pursuant to Resolution R-18-474, the Company has shown cause as to why no
penalties and/or sanctions should be imposed.

Respectfully submitted:

BY:

~arNo.

19616
Cory R. Cahn, Bar No. 22984
Brian L. Guillot, Bar No. 31759
639 Loyola Avenue, Mail Unit L-ENT-26E
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113
Telephone: (504) 576-2603
Facsimile: (504) 576-5579
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P R O C E E D I N G S

1
2

MR. STRATTON:
Going on the record.

3
4

The time is

5:30 P.M.
My name is Tom Stratton.

5

I'm

6

director of the regulatory office.

7

I get bumped by a councilmember, I'll be

8

keeping everything rolling this evening.

9

very happy to see all of you here.

10

And unless

I am

Thank you

very much for coming.
We are here, of course, for the

11
12

public hearing on the application of Entergy

13

New Orleans to construct a combustion turbine

14

power plant at the Michoud site of its former

15

power plant, and that application was filed in

16

the New Orleans City Council Docket UD-1602.

17

We're conducting this public hearing this

18

evening from 5:30 to 7:30 P.M. in accordance

19

with -- and here we get into a little bit of

20

legalese, but it's all for good purpose --

21

Ordering Paragraph 13 of Resolution R 17426 and

22

as governed by City Council Code Section

23

158-431B to hear the comments from members of

24

the public regarding the application.
Accordingly, as required by that

25
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1

section of the code, no part of statements made

2

or evidence adduced at the at-large public

3

hearing shall, in legal terms, form and such

4

matters shall not form the basis of any Council

5

decision in a contested proceeding.

6

of the public at large who speaks as to such

7

and not as a party of record shall be compelled

8

to submit to cross-examination under an

9

instanter subpoena.

No member

(As read.)

And we've got somebody here to say

10
11

what is an instanter subpoena if we get to that

12

point, but hopefully we won't.

13

feel free to speak and -- without concern about

14

being cross-examined if you're a member of the

15

public.

16

well then, a different rule could apply.

In other words,

If you're a party to the proceeding,

The Council's interested in hearing

17
18

the public's opinion on this matter and for

19

that reason, we will be transcribing this

20

hearing and placing the transcript in the

21

record where all councilmembers will have

22

access to it whether they attend tonight or

23

not.

24

ultimate decision in this case on a careful

25

examination of all evidence and testimony

However, the Council must base its
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John Ashford
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Suzanne Hammelman
Monday, October 23, 20171:26 PM
Adam Swart
Steve Cohen (scohen@hawthorngroup.com}
FW: image

From: POLLARD, YOLANDA Y [mailto:YPOLLAR@entergy.com]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 20171:19 PM
To: Suzanne Harnrnelman <shammelman@hawthorngroup.com>
Subject: image
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So I got the verbal confirrr

There were paid protester~
Council. $60 paid 2 hrs lat~
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